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Dischargeability of Divorce Debts in Bankruptcy:
How to Determine Whether a Particular Debt Will Be
Dischargeable if the Obligor Files Bankruptcy
Diane Brazen Gordon, Esq.
Bankruptcy, which was once considered by many as a last resort, has become a viable
option to save a home or to conserve available income to pay for basic living expenses and for
the care of children. The goal of most individuals filing bankruptcy is to obtain a discharge of
personal liability for his or her unsecured debts. Section 523 of the Bankruptcy Code may
operate to hamper a debtor’s goal of a fresh start because that section creates exceptions for
certain debts that are nondischargeable by the debtor.1
The word ―bankruptcy‖ instills panic in a person who is owed money. Understandably, a
person who is owed a divorce- related debt wants to know if he or she can collect that debt if the
former spouse files bankruptcy. If you practice family law, you should know about bankruptcy
law’s treatment of divorce debts so that you can better protect your clients and be able to respond
to their questions. Your divorce client may need the assistance of bankruptcy counsel to protect
his or her rights in the bankruptcy case filed by the former spouse.
Bankruptcy courts must struggle with the competing concerns of giving bankruptcy
debtors a fresh start and the payment of marital obligations and support. The recent amendments
to the Bankruptcy Code have made it much more difficult to discharge divorce-related debts in
bankruptcy. Creditors owed alimony and support now have much greater ability to collect those
debts. In order to understand the bankruptcy law in this area, it is helpful to know some basic
information about the different bankruptcy chapters.
Basic Information about Chapter 7 and Chapter 13
Bankruptcy cases can be filed under chapters 7, 11, 12, and 13 of the Bankruptcy Code.
Most individuals file cases under chapters 7 or 13, and those chapters will be our focus. In a
Chapter 7 case an individual discharges, or eliminates, personal liability for most unsecured
debts such as credit card debt and medical bills, and keeps property that is within the amounts of
the applicable exemptions. A Chapter 7 trustee liquidates a debtor’s nonexempt assets and makes
payments to the creditors according to certain statutory rules of priority.
In a Chapter 13 case a debtor proposes a repayment plan for all or of a percentage of the
unsecured debts. At the end of a Chapter 13 plan, as in a Chapter 7, the debtor receives a
discharge of personal liability for most unsecured debts. If the debtor’s gross income is too high,
he or she may not qualify for a Chapter 7.2 A Chapter 13 case may allow the debtor to keep
nonexempt property that would be at risk of being sold by a Chapter 7 trustee. Also, in a Chapter
13 a debtor may be able to cure an arrearage on a mortgage or a car loan by paying the arrearage
through the Chapter 13 plan. Chapter 13 also provides substantial opportunities to reduce car
loan balances on loans for older vehicles and to eliminate second or third mortgages when the
property’s value is less than the balance owed on the first mortgage.
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The Bankruptcy Code contains exceptions to a debtor’s discharge of personal liability.
Section 523 of the Bankruptcy Code lists these exceptions. Two of these exceptions are the
typical ones at issue if you are considering a divorce- related debt.3 I will refer to these
exceptions as (i) the Domestic Support Obligation (DSO) exception contained in Bankuptcy
Code Section 523(a)(5); and (ii) the Property Settlement Debt exception, found in Bankruptcy
Code Section 523(a)(15).
Domestic Support Obligation Exception: 11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(5)
Section 523(a)(5) provides that ―[a] discharge under section 727, 1141, 1228(a), 1228(b),
or 1328(b) of this title does not discharge an individual from any debt – (5) for a domestic
support obligation.‖4 A bankruptcy discharge does not discharge an individual debtor from a debt
for a domestic support obligation under any chapter of the Bankruptcy Code.5 In a Chapter 13
case, a debtor is required to propose a plan that pays a DSO in full.6
The starting point in determining any issue of dischargebility of a divorce debt is to
answer the question: is the debt a Domestic Support Obligation? If the answer is ―yes,‖ the debt
will not be discharged if the debtor files a bankruptcy case under any chapter.
BAPCPA added the term ―domestic support obligation‖ (referred to as a ―DSO‖) to the
Bankruptcy Code. Domestic Support Obligation is defined in Section 101(14A) of the
Bankruptcy Code. Section 101(14A) provides that a DSO is:
[A] debt that accrues before, on, or after the date of the order of relief in a case under this
title, including interest that accrues on that debt as provided under applicable nonbankruptcy law
notwithstanding any other provision of this title, that is
(A) owed to or recoverable by –
(i) a spouse, former spouse, or child of the debtor or such child’s parent, legal
guardian, or responsible relative; or
(ii) a governmental unit;
(B) in the nature of alimony, maintenance, or support (including assistance provided by
a governmental unit) of such spouse, former spouse, or child of the debtor or such
child’s parent, without regard to whether such debt is expressly so designated;
(C) established or subject to establishment before, on, or after the date of the order for
relief in a case under this title, by reason of applicable provisions of—
(i) a separation agreement, divorce decree, or property settlement agreement;
(ii) an order of a court of record; or
(iii) a determination made in accordance with applicable nonbankruptcy law by a
governmental unit; and
(D) not assigned to a nongovernmental entity, unless that obligation is assigned
voluntarily by the spouse, former spouse, child of the debtor, or such child’s parent,
legal guardian, or responsible relative for the purpose of collecting the debt. 11
U.S.C. § 101(14A).
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The amendments instituted by BAPCPA relative to the definition of a DSO have
increased the ability of creditors owed a DSO to collect that debt.7 In order for a particular debt
to be considered a DSO, the debt must meet the four elements contained in the statutory
definition.8 If the debt is not a DSO, but is a property settlement debt, a different dischargeability
provision applies in Chapter 7 cases.9 The term DSO created by BAPCPA appears in several
provisions of the Bankruptcy Code.10
A state court’s designation or language in an agreement stating that a debt is support or
property settlement is not binding on the bankruptcy court in determining dischargeability, and a
court can look behind such language to determine the real nature of the debt.11 Even if a decree
or marital settlement agreement contains language stating that there is no alimony or that a debt
cannot be discharged in bankruptcy, a bankruptcy court can hold that the obligation is not a DSO
and is not excepted from discharge under 523(a)(5).12 The majority of courts find that payment
of support, maintenance, or alimony need not be payable directly to the spouse or one of the
payees listed in the first element of the definition in order to be nondischargeable.13
Factors Courts Look At In Determining
Whether A Debt Is In the Nature Of a Support
Bankruptcy courts look to federal law to determine if a particular claim is in the nature of
support.14 A debt may be in the ―nature of support‖ within the meaning of section 523(a)(5) even
though it would not legally qualify as support under state law.15 This is a case-specific, factual
determination, with emphasis on whether the obligation was intended to be one for support.16
There are many cases, most of which are pre-BAPCPA but are still relevant, which
address the criteria courts use to determine if a debt is in the nature of support.17 The cases set
forth the various factors courts use in determining whether an obligation is in the nature of
support and, therefore, dischargeable.18
The focus of this inquiry is the intent of the parties or the family law court at the time that
the obligations were created.19 In deciding the dischargeability of marital obligations, courts
analyze the respective financial situation of the parties at the time of the obligation.20
The Sixth Circuit opinion in Long v. Calhoun is widely cited for the factors the courts use
to determine whether the obligation was intended to create a support obligation.21 These factors
include the actual substance and language of the agreement, the financial situation of the parties
at the time of the agreement, the function served by the obligation at the time of the agreement,
and whether there is any evidence of overbearing at the time of the agreement that should cause
the court to question the intent of a spouse.22 Courts consider all relevant evidence including (i)
the parties’ employment histories and prospects for financial support; (ii) whether one party
received marital property; (iii) the number and frequency of payments; (iv) whether it would be
difficult for the former spouse and children to subsist without the payments; (v) the length of the
marriage; (vi) the economic disparity of the parties; (vii) whether the spouse who brings the
complaint is caring for minor children; (viii) age, employability, and education levels of the
parties; (ix) the label in the decree or agreement; and (x) whether the obligation terminates upon
the obligee’s death, remarriage, or the emancipation of the children.23 Additional factors include
3
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(i) whether there is a waiver of alimony or support in the marital settlement agreement; (ii) the
availability of state court remedies to modify or enforce the obligation; and (iii) the tax treatment
of the obligation.24
Usually the factors do not all line up on one side.25 The bankruptcy court may look to the
structure and language of the divorce decree, as well as state law, in making this decision, but
those sources are not controlling.26 Federal courts may look to the state law for the purpose of
deciding whether an obligation is actually in the nature of support.27 However, the bankruptcy
court is not bound by the label given to the obligation in the decree or marital settlement
agreement.28 The bankruptcy court will look behind the label to ascertain the intent of the
parties.29
The more of these factors that apply to the particular obligation, the more likely it is that
a bankruptcy court will consider the obligation to be nondischargeable support.30
Property Settlement Debt Exception: 11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(15)
If a divorce-related debt is not a DSO, the debt will frequently still be excepted from
discharge under Bankruptcy Code section 523(a)(15). However, it is important to always
remember that this exception does not apply in Chapter 13 cases.31
Section 523(a)(15) provides that a debt is excepted from discharge if it meets these three
statutory elements:
1. the debt must be to a spouse, former spouse, or child of the debtor;
2. the debt must not be a DSO; and
3. the debt must have been incurred in the course of a divorce or separation or in
connection with a separation agreement, divorce decree, or other order of a court.32
Although the distinction between support debts and property settlement debts is not as
important as it was prior to BAPCPA, the distinction is still important because property
settlement debts may be discharged and are not priority claims in Chapter 13 cases.33 In Chapter
7 cases, the distinction between DSO and property settlement debts is usually not important
because the debt is nondischargeable as DSO under § 523(a)(5) or as a property settlement debt
under §523(a)(15).34
Dischargeability Of Specific Types Of Obligations
1. Hold Harmless Obligations/Indemnities
A hold harmless provision in a decree is a separate obligation between the spouses,
separate from the obligation to the original creditor, and may create a nondischargeable debt to
the former spouse.35 A hold harmless obligation creates a new liability, independent of the
preexisting liability to the third party creditor, to indemnify and hold the other spouse harmless
for the debt to the third party.36 An example of a hold harmless clause states is the following:
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―the party responsible for the debt will indemnify the other party and hold him or her harmless
for the debt.‖
In determining whether a hold harmless obligation is dischargeable, you should first
determine whether the obligation is a DSO, which would be nondischargeable under Section
523(a)(5).37 If the hold harmless obligation is for a debt that is in the nature of support, such as
medical expenses or health insurance, then that obligation will be excepted from discharge as a
DSO pursuant to section 523(a)(5).
A court will look behind the labels in order to determine the intent of the family law court
and the parties in ordering the payment. A hold harmless obligation to pay a mortgage may or
may not be considered in the nature of support, depending on the language of the decree and the
circumstances of the parties at the time of the obligation.38
If the underlying obligation is for a nonsupport debt, such as a credit card, the presence of
the hold harmless obligation creates a new debt between the parties and will be nondischargeable
in Chapter 7 cases under section 523(a)(15), but still dischargeable in Chapter 13 cases.
Courts are divided on the issue of whether a hold harmless obligation is necessary in
order to meet the statutory elements of section 523(a)(15). Some courts find that a hold harmless
obligation is necessary in order for there to be a debt owed to a former spouse incurred in
connection with the divorce.39
Other courts conclude that if the property settlement agreement or divorce decree requires
a spouse to pay a third party debt, the obligation to pay the third party debt is a new debt owed to
the former spouse, regardless of the presence of hold harmless language.40
What is clear is that the presence of hold harmless language in the marital settlement
agreement or divorce decree will meet the elements of the exception to discharge in section
523(a)(15). This means that if there is hold harmless language in the property settlement
agreement or decree, the debtor cannot discharge that debt in a bankruptcy unless the case is a
Chapter 13 (in which Section 523(a)(15) does not apply).
Case example
Let’s look at the bankruptcy case of Shepard v. Shepard as an example of how all of this
works.41 In Shepard, the debtor and her former spouse executed a marital settlement agreement
which listed four debts for which each party agreed to pay for half: a credit card debt, a loan for a
motor home, and a first and second mortgage. Post decree, Mrs. Shepard filed a Chapter 7
bankruptcy.
Mr. Shepard filed a complaint in Mrs. Shepard’s bankruptcy case. Mr. Shepard argued
that the four debts addressed in the Marital Settlement Agreement are not dischargeable under
section 523(a)(15). Mrs. Shepard argued that she should be able to discharge those debts. Her
reason was that the debts to those third parties were not ―incurred in the course of the divorce or
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separation,‖ as required for the exception to apply. The parties agreed that the debts were not
DSO’s.
The bankruptcy court noted that normally exceptions to discharge are to be narrowly
construed in favor of the debtor so as to promote the policy of a ―fresh start‖ after bankruptcy but
that the underlying policy of section 523(a) favors the enforcement of familial obligations over
the debtor’s fresh start.
The bankruptcy court explained that courts are divided on the issue of whether debts
owed to third parties that are related to a divorce agreement require an indemnity clause to be
within the 523(a)(15) exception to discharge. In the Shepard case there was no need to resolve
the issue because of the presence of a hold harmless clause in the marital settlement agreement.
The Bankruptcy Court held that the marital settlement agreement created new obligations
of the debtor to Mr. Shepard, including an obligation to hold harmless, and therefore falls within
the exception to discharge in section 523(a)(15). The court noted that its conclusion was not
dependent on the presence of the hold harmless clause, but is bolstered by the presence of the
hold harmless language. The result of the case was that debts owed by Mrs. Shephard to Mr.
Shepard to indemnify him for half of the amounts owed to the third party creditors were nondischargeable.
2. Attorneys Fees
In determining whether attorneys fees will be discharged, it is important to distinguish
between (i) an obligation imposed by a state court against one spouse to pay the other spouse’s
attorneys fees and (ii) a debtor’s obligation to pay the attorneys’ fees he or she owes to his or her
own attorney.
a. Attorneys Fees Ordered to be Paid For Spouse’s Attorney
An obligation of one spouse to pay the other spouse’s attorneys fees generally will be in
the nature of support and nondischargeable.42 In Nelson, Keys & Keys v. Hudson, a law firm that
represented the child support recipient in a paternity and support proceeding filed an adversary
complaint seeking a determination that the fees owed to it by the child support obligor were
nondischargeable under 11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(5). The state court had ordered the Debtor to pay
child support and also ordered him to pay the mother’s attorneys fees directly to the law firm that
represented her. The Bankruptcy Court held found that the fees were nondischargeable support.43
However, a recent Bankruptcy Court in Florida found that attorneys fees ordered to be
paid by the debtor for the other spouse’s attorney were not a DSO because the fees were ordered
to be paid due to the Debtor’s bad faith in the litigation.44 Because the Court found that the
attorneys fees were not in the nature of support, they were dischargeable. Likewise, in In re
Spence, the Bankruptcy Court found that attorneys fees ordered to be paid due to bad faith
litigation misconduct in a divorce proceeding are punishment for the wrongful conduct, not a
domestic obligation meant to support the other party.45
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b. Attorneys Fees Owed To Debtor’s Attorney
In contrast, when the fees at issue are owed by the debtor to any attorney who represented
the debtor, the debt is not in the nature of support and is dischargeable.46
3. Fees of Guardian Ad Litem or Child Representative
Courts have addressed whether fees owed to guardian ad litems or child representative
are domestic support obligations. Debtors have argued that the fees owed to guardian ad litems
or child representative are not DSO’s because they do not meet the first element of the DSO
definition, as a debt ―owed to or recoverable by—(i) a spouse, former spouse, or child of the
debtor or such child’s parent, legal guardian, or responsible relative; or (ii) a governmental unit.‖
Generally, courts find that fees owed to a guardian ad litem are DSO’s and nondischargeable.47
For example, in Kelly v. Burnes, the Bankruptcy Court in Missouri found that a debt
owed to a guardian ad litem was a DSO and nondischargeable.48 In Stella, a Bankruptcy Court in
Indiana likewise found that debts in the nature of support need not be payable directly to one of
the parties listed in the definition of a DSO in order to be nondischargeable.49 In Levin v. Greco,
a United States District Court in Illinois reversed a Bankruptcy Court, and found that the
attorneys fees owed to child representative were domestic support obligations, even though the
fees were not owed to one of the payees specifically listed in the statute.50
However, in In re Densmore a Bankruptcy Court in Texas held that the Chapter 13 claim
of a state court appointed attorney ad litem was not a DSO, and thus not entitled to priority status
in the Debtor’s Chapter 13 plan.51 The Court in Densmore found that the claim filed by the
attorney ad litem was not one for a debt owed to or recoverable by a legal guardian or other
listed category of persons and so does not meet the requirements of a DSO.52
4. Other Types of Expenses
Many other types of obligations have been found to be in the nature of support and
nondischargable DSO’s under § 523(a)(5).53 Other types of obligations which have been found to
be nondischargeable DSO’s are medical expenses and health insurance, payment for a spouse’s
interest in a business, obligations to pay life insurance or disability insurance, obligations to
divide retirement benefits, obligations to pay tax liabilities and obligations to pay the value of
professional licenses or degrees.54
Numerous bankruptcy courts have found that obligations that are essential to enable a
party to maintain basic necessities or to protect a residence are support obligation excepted from
discharge.55
Importance of Characterization of a Debt as a DSO in a Chapter 13
The issue of whether a particular debt meets the definition of a DSO is also important for
reasons beyond dischargeabililty. A bankruptcy court cannot confirm a debtor’s Chapter 13 plan
if the debtor has failed to make all payments due post-petition on a domestic support
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obligation.56 If a Chapter 13 debtor is required to pay a domestic support obligation, the debtor
cannot obtain a discharge unless the debtor certifies that all amounts due on the obligation,
including prepetition arrears as provided for by the Chapter 13 plan, have been paid.57
Unsecured claims for DSO obligations in existence as of the date of filing have first
priority status over all other claims and expenses.58 The professional fees and expenses incurred
by a bankruptcy trustee in collecting and recovering such DSO obligations are administrative
expenses that are paid before the DSO.
BAPCPA expanded the exceptions to the automatic stay as it relates to family law
matters and allows many family law matters to proceed without seeking relief from the automatic
stay from the bankruptcy court.59 However, it is still necessary to obtain relief from the
automatic stay to collect a DSO from property of the bankruptcy estate.
Considerations If Nondebtor Spouse Files Chapter 13
If a debtor files a Chapter 13 and the ex-spouse’s interests or claims are affected, the exspouse should carefully review the bankruptcy schedules and the Chapter 13 plan to determine
whether all assets were disclosed with the appropriate value and to determine how the debt of the
ex-spouse is treated under the proposed Chapter 13 plan. The ex-spouse should file a proof of
claim and object to confirmation of the Chapter 13 plan, if there are appropriate grounds. In
Johnson v. Johnson, the debtor’s ex-wife filed an objection to confirmation of the debtor’s plan
on the grounds that the plan proposed to make no payments on a secured debt he was obligated
to pay in the divorce decree. The Court found that the obligation was a DSO that must be paid in
full under the Plan and denied confirmation, giving the debtor the opportunity to file a new plan
providing for payment of the debt.60
The ex-spouse may have an objection based on the characterization of the debt as a
property settlement debt rather than as a first priority domestic support obligation. Strategy
decisions need to be made to determine if it is in the ex-spouse’s best interest to agree to a
debtor’s bankruptcy plan if such result will make funds available to pay current support debts. 61
If the debtor is not current in postpetition domestic support, the ex-spouse may consider
filing a motion to dismiss if such action would be in his or her best interest. There may be
grounds for dismissal of a bankruptcy case based on bad faith if the sole reason for the filing is to
discharge a marital debt.62
Create Unavoidable Liens To Secure Payment of Support or
Property Settlement Debts: Lien Should Be On Property Held
Jointly And Not On Property That Was Only In The Name Of The Debtor Spouse
A potential creditor spouse may obtain some protection by obtaining a lien to secure the
repayment of a debt and the lien should be on property held jointly. Bankruptcy Code section
522(f)(1)(A) gives a debtor a right to avoid any judicial lien that impairs an exemption, subject
only to the exception for domestic support obligation debt, which may not be avoided. 11 U.S.C.
§ 522(f)(1)(A).
8
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In Farrey v. Sanderfoot, the United States Supreme Court held that a judicial lien cannot
be avoided under 522(f)(1) unless the debtor had the property interest to which the lien attached
at some point before the lien attached to that interest.63 In Farrey, the divorce decree awarded
each party one-half interest in their marital home and granted the husband (Sanderfoot) sole title
to the home. The state court ordered the husband to pay the wife (Farrey) a sum of money and
provided the wife a lien against the home for the total amount due to her in the order.64 The
husband never made any of the payments, filed a Chapter 7 bankruptcy petition, and filed a
motion to avoid the ex-wife’s lien pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 522(f)(1), claiming that the ex-wife
possessed a judicial lien that impaired his homestead exemption.65 The issue before the Court
was whether § 522(f)(1) permits the husband/debtor to avoid the fixing of the ex-wife’s lien on
the property interest that he obtained in the divorce decree.66 In Farrey, the divorce decree
extinguished the parties’ joint tenancy in the marital home and created new interests. The Court
found that the ex-wife’s lien fixed not on the debtor’s preexisting interest, but rather on the fee
simple interest that he was awarded in the decree that simultaneously granted the ex-wife her
lien.67 The Court held that the debtor could not use § 522(f)(1) to avoid a lien on an interest
acquired after the lien attached.68 The Court stated that ―unless the debtor had the property
interest to which the lien attached at some point before the lien attached to that interest, he or she
cannot avoid the fixing of the lien under the terms of § 522(f)(1).69
The Farrey decision was followed in In re White, in which the Bankruptcy Court found
that because the debtor did not have an existing interest in the home before the lien attached, the
ex-wife’s secured claim was proper and the lien could not be avoided.70
Conclusion
If a former spouse files a bankruptcy case and that debtor owes a divorce related debt to
his or her ex-spouse, the first question to ask is whether the debt is a domestic support obligation
within the Bankruptcy Code definition set forth in 11 U.S.C. § 101(14A). If the answer is yes,
then the debt will be nondischargeable in any chapter of the Bankruptcy Code. If the answer is
no, and the debt is a property settlement debt, the next question to ask of whether the debtor filed
a Chapter 7 or a Chapter 13 bankruptcy. If the debtor filed a Chapter 7 bankruptcy, the debt will
usually be nondischargeable under 11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(15) if the debt falls within the statutory
language. A hold harmless obligation in the property settlement or decree creates a new debt
between the parties, which will be nondischargeable in a Chapter 7.
If the debt is not a DSO and the debtor filed a Chapter 13, the debt may be dischargeable.
In such a situation, the ex-spouse/creditor should carefully review the debtor’s bankruptcy
schedules and Chapter 13 plan and file a proof of claim in the Chapter 13 case. The ex-spouse
should consider retaining a bankruptcy attorney to determine if he or she has grounds to object to
confirmation of the Chapter 13 plan, but should keep in mind strategy considerations as to
whether or not such action is in his or her best interests.
Proactive steps can be taken to protect clients in a divorce from the potential impact of
the other spouse’s bankruptcy filing, such as documenting the intent to create a support
obligation and including as many of the factors as possible that the bankruptcy courts look at in
finding that the obligation is in the nature of support. If possible, create a lien to ensure payment
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of any support or property debt, but make sure that the lien is placed on jointly owned property
and not on property titled only in the name of the obligor/spouse.
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